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The stack pre-marshalling (SPM) problem is a complex combinatorial optimization problem which arises mainly within the 
field of container logistics. This paper presents a heuristic-guided branch-and-bound (HGB&B) algorithm which can 
effectively be used to solve the SPM problem. The HGB&B algorithm has a guiding heuristic that cuts ‘valueless’ branches 
before the calculation of their bounds improving the search efficiency greatly. The valueless branches cannot result in the 
optimum solution definitely. Additionally, two heuristics have been designed to generate initial feasible solutions of the 
problem. Experiments indicate that running time of the algorithm is acceptable if the product of the number and maximum 
height of stacks is within about 35. The HGB&B algorithm is faster than the existing exact algorithm, and more efficient than 
a number of sub-optimum algorithms. Therefore, it is applicable and valuable in most real-life scenarios, including container 
logistics, reducing the time to solve the problem to optimality.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As a combinatorial optimization problem, the stack pre-marshalling (SPM) problem was initially identified within the 
management of container logistics. Therefore, it is also named container pre-marshalling problem in literature (Lee and Hsu, 
2007). In the last decade there has been a considerable growth in container transportation, which has led to a need for a further 
optimization of these systems worldwide (Boysen et al., 2013; Carlo et al., 2014; Lee and Chao, 2009; Lehnfeld and Knust, 
2014; Sibbesen, 2008; Stahlbock and Voß, 2008; Zhang et al., 2014). Container terminals play a critical role in determining 
the efficiency of container logistics (Vis and Roodbergen, 2009).  Cranes and trucks move containers between yards and 
vessels at terminals. Here, the handling of outbound containers is a typical example to illustrate the SPM problem. The 
containers to be loaded onto a vessel are divided into groups according to their weights, destinations, and so on (Forster and 
Bortfeldt, 2012). The groups of containers with a higher priority should be loaded before those with a lower priority. However, 
the containers with a higher priority are not always on top of those with a lower priority because of variant reasons such as 
inaccurate logistic information. In order to improve operational efficiency and to decrease the turnaround of vessels, 
containers need to be pre-marshalled in advance so that no container with a higher priority is blocked by those with a lower 
priority. Usually, containers are pre-marshalled only within a bay, that is a row of stacks, because inter-bay container 
pre-marshalling is very time-consuming (Forster and Bortfeldt, 2012).  
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The SPM problem holds similarities to several other problems. First, the container relocation problem is quite similar to 
the SPM problem (Marco Caserta et al., 2012; M. Caserta et al., 2011; Forster and Bortfeldt, 2012; Hakan Akyüz and Lee, 
2014; Jin et al., 2015; Jovanovic and Voß, 2014; Kim and Hong, 2006; Lee and Lee, 2010; Petering and Hussein, 2013; Zhu 
et al., 2012). In the container relocation problem, the containers with the highest priority, currently, could be removed. 
Containers could be relocated between stacks anytime if required. All containers should be removed finally. The objective is 
to minimize the total number of removes and relocations. As a comparison, the SPM problem considers relocations only but 
no removes. The SPM problem also arises within a number of other fields. For example, slab yards act as buffers between 
continuous casting mills and hot rolling mills in steel industries. The slab stack shuffling problem is somehow similar to the 
SPM problem (Tang and Ren, 2010). Additionally, the authors might notice that the towers of Hanoi problem also involves 
the handling of items in stacks (Wang et al., 2009). However, it differs from the SPM problem in several critical aspects (For 
example, the items in the towers of Hanoi problem are in the small-on-large order initially while the items in the SPM 
problem could be in any order in any stack initially).  

There have been few publications addressing the SPM problem so far. Due to its complexity, several heuristics for 
near-optimum solutions have been reported. Bortfeldt (2004) and Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) developed a tree search 
procedure to solve the SPM problem. They use compound moves to generate new branches at nodes, as well as a time limit to 
terminate the search. In their tree search procedure, they proposed a lower bound for the number of moves, which will be 
discussed and compared with the one used in this paper (see Section 2.2). Similarly, a corridor method-based algorithm for 
the SPM problem was developed by Caserta and Voβ (2009), and also used a time limit as a stop criterion. Li (2010) 
presented a heuristic-based multi-period genetic algorithm for solving the SPM problem. Lee and Chao (2009) built a 
neighborhood search heuristic consisting of two major subroutines and three minor subroutines. The problem solved by them 
is similar to the SPM problem discussed above, except that it has two objective functions. In its final layout, there may be a 
small number of misplaced items, the number of which is the second objective function of the problem. Quite recently, Huang 
and Lin (2012) extended the algorithms of Lee and Chao (2009) to solve two types of the SPM problem. Besides the standard 
SPM problem, they additionally dealt with a SPM problem where items are marshaled so that each stack contains items with 
one group only. 

To the best of our knowledge, only one exact algorithm for the SPM problem exists in literature. Lee and Hsu (2007) 
formulated the SPM problem as a multi-commodity network flow problem. By using integer programming programs, they are 
able to solve small-sized instances of the SPM problem. However, the scale of the programming model, when applied to 
realistic-sized instances, exceeds the ability of current-day personal computers. 

Until now, the SPM problem has not been proven to be NP-hard (Bortfeldt and Forster, 2012). Therefore, there is a 
possibility that the SPM problem may be solved with a greater efficiency than by current methods. Moreover, the size of 
real-life SPM instances in container logistics is not so large. For example, generally, the number of stacks is 6 and the height 
of stacks is 4 if rail mounted gantry cranes (RMGCs) are used as the container handling equipment (Stahlbock and Voß, 2008). 
As a result, it is possible to find the optimum solution of most SPM instances arising within real-life scenarios in a relatively 
short time frame. Furthermore, the number of moves in a solution determines the time and cost of container handling, while 
the process of solving the SPM problem is not so time-sensitive (3~5 minutes are acceptable usually). The aim of our research 
is to design an algorithm that can provide optimum solutions of the SPM problem in an acceptable time frame. 

Solving the SPM problem to optimality is quite challenging. First, there are usually a very large number of feasible 
solutions to an SPM instance. Second, optimum solutions of a SPM instance are not necessarily unique due to the following 
reasons. Firstly, a SPM instance may have multiple final layouts, each of which corresponds to its optimum solution. 
Secondly, a single final layout may be the result of different move sequences (i.e., different solutions). 

In this research, we present a heuristic-guided branch-and-bound (HGB&B) algorithm that can solve most SPM 
instances in real-life scenarios in a short period of time. The HGB&B algorithm involves several components which improve 
the searching efficiency. Contrary to standard B&B algorithms, the HGB&B algorithm has a heuristic which guides the 
algorithm to “valuable branches” only, reducing the running time greatly. Other branches are valueless, and hence, are 
removed prior to the calculation of their bounds. Besides, two heuristic algorithms have been designed to generate an initial 
solution. Experiments based on not only randomly generated instances, but also existing instances in literature, indicate the 
competitiveness of the HGB&B algorithm. This algorithm can solve most SPM instances in real-life container logistics, and 
can decrease the operational time and cost. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the SPM problem, and presents a lower 
bound and several laws for the problem. The HGB&B algorithm is presented and evaluated in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. THE PROBLEM, LOWER BOUND, AND SEVERAL LAWS 
2.1 The Problem 
Definition 1.  Given a stack with ℎ ≥ 1  items indexed by = 1, ⋯ , ℎ from bottom to top , the group of an item  is . 
An item  is said to be lower (or higher) than another item  if <  (or > ). As a comparison, an item with a group 

 is said to be smaller (or larger) than another item with a group  if <   (or > ). An item ≤ ℎ − 1  is 
defined as a reverse item if and only if <  and ℎ ≥ 2. 
Definition 2.  A stack is referred to as being clean (well-marshalled) if and only if it has no reverse item, or dirty otherwise. A 
layout with ≥ 1  stacks is referred to as being clean if all the stacks are clean, or dirty otherwise.  

Now it is ready to present a formal definition of the SPM problem. We are given ≥ 1  stacks, each of which can 
accommodate up to ≥ 1  items. In the initial layout, a stack = 0, ⋯ , − 1  has ℎ 0 ≤ ℎ ≤  items and the group 
of an item  in a stack  is . Moving an item from a (non-empty) stack, , to another (non-full) stack, , is formulated as a 
pair , . A sequence of moves is a sequence of such pairs. The SPM problem aims to identify a move sequence with the 
minimum length, i.e., with the smallest number of moves, that can make the layout clean. 
2.2 Lower Bound of the Number of Moves 
Definition 3.  Given a stack with a length ℎ and a set of reverse items ℒ, its necessary marshalling length, denoted by , is 
defined as  

= 0, if ℒ is empty,
ℎ − min∈ℒ , otherwise.  (1) 

Figure 1 shows an example illustrating the meaning of necessary marshalling length. The stack has 7 items indexed as 1 
to 7 from bottom to top. The item = 5 with a group = 1 is a reverse item since < . Similarly, the item = 6 with a 
group = 3 is also a reverse item. These two reverse items as shown with a shadow in figure 1 form a set ℒ = 5, 6 . 
Obviously, it is necessary to move the top two items to other stacks in order to make this stack clean. That is,  

= 7 − min 5, 6 = 2. 
If a stack has no reverse item, i.e., ℒ is empty, the stack is clean, that is, = 0. 
 

   
Figure 1. An illustrative example of necessary marshalling length and sufficient marshalling length  

Theorem 1 (Lower bound).  A lower bound of the number of moves of the SPM problem is  
= + min,⋯, , (2) 

where  is the necessary marshalling length of a stack . 

= 7 − 5 = 2 

= 7 − 3 + 1 = 5 
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Proof.  The authors independently presented and proved the lower bound of the number of moves of the SPM problem as 
shown in (2). However, it was reported that Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) also presented a lower bound of the number of moves 
for the SPM problem. Their lower bound consists of two non-negative components as: a lower bound of the number of BX 
moves and a lower bound of the number of GX moves (See Appendix A for a detailed description of the lower bound used by 
Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) and the definitions of BX moves and GX moves). Furthermore, the first component of the lower 
bound used by Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) is equivalent to our lower bound shown in (2). Thus, Theorem 1 is proven and we 
omit our original step-by-step proof. 

The reason that we do not replace the lower bound in (2) by the one used in Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) is as follows. 
First, the running time of the presented algorithm under most scenarios is acceptable (See Section 4 for details). Second, the 
algorithm will calculate the lower bound for a large number of times. Therefore, a lower bound that is, perhaps, a little looser, 
but can be obtained much faster, is preferred. The second component of the lower bound used in Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) 
is usually a little smaller meanwhile its calculation process is relatively complicated.  

In addition, Theorem 1 can also deduce the following necessary condition that the SPM problem has feasible solutions.  
≤ ,   = 0, ⋯ , − 1, (3) 

where  
= − 1 − ℎ

,⋯ ,
 (4) 

denotes the number of empty slots in the − 1 stacks excluding the stack . 
2.3 Several Laws 
Non-itself Law.  A move has no impact on a layout if its source stack is also its target stack. Such a move can be simplified as 
an empty move. That is,  

, = ⋅ , (5) 
where ⋅  denotes an empty move with a length being zero.  
Exchange Law.  Two adjacent moves can be exchanged while retaining the same layout if the source stacks and target stacks 
of the two moves are all different. That is, 

, , , = , , , , (6) 
if  

, ∩ , = Φ, (7) 
where Φ denotes an empty set. 

Exchange Law can be extended to more than two moves. That is, 
, , ⋯ , , , , , ⋯ , ,  

= , , ⋯ , , , , , ⋯ , , , (8) 
if  

, ⋯ , , , ⋯ , ∩ , ⋯ , , , ⋯ , = Φ, (9) 
where ≥ 1 and ≥ 1. 
Simplification Law (Lee and Chao, 2009).  Two adjacent moves can be combined if the source stack of the succeeding move 
is also the target stack of the preceding move. That is, 

, , , = , . (10) 
Theorem 2.  A move sequence 

, , , , ⋯ , , , , , (11) 
where ≥ 1, cannot be, even a part of, an optimum solution of the SPM problem if any of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
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A. , ∩ , ⋯ , , , ⋯ , = Φ; 
B. , ⋯ , , , ⋯ , ∩ , = Φ; 
C. = . 

Proof.  If Condition A is satisfied,  
, , , , ⋯ , , , ,  

= , , ⋯ , , , , , ,  
= , , ⋯ , , , , . (12) 

Similarly, if Condition B is satisfied, 
, , , , ⋯ , , , ,  

= , , , , , , ⋯ , ,  
= , , , , ⋯ , , . (13) 

In addition, if Condition C is satisfied,  
, , , , ⋯ , , , ,  

= , , , , ⋯ , , . (14) 
In summary, if any of the three conditions is satisfied, the move sequence in (11) can be simplified according to the three 

laws shown above. In other words, another move sequence with a shorter length can result in the same layout. Therefore, the 
move sequence in (11) cannot be, even a part of, the optimum solution of the SPM problem. The proof ends. □ 

For example, a move sequence is 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 4 , 2, 3 = 3, 4 , 5, 4 , 1, 2 , 2, 3 = 3, 4 , 5, 4 , 1, 3 .  
A second move sequence is 1, 2 , 1, 4 , 5, 4 , 5, 6 , 2, 3 = 1, 2 , 2, 3 , 1, 4 , 5, 4 , 5, 6 = 1, 3 , 1, 4 , 5, 4 , 5, 6 .  
A third move sequence is 1, 2 , 3, 3 = 1, 2 ,  
obviously. Therefore, these three move sequence cannot be an optimum solution of the SPM problem. Furthermore, the above 
simplifications depend on neither the other part of the solution nor layout of the SPM problem.  

 
3. THE HEURISTIC-GUIDED BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM 

We first present two initial solutions of the SPM problem in Section 3.1 and then formulates the heuristic-guided 
branch-and-bound (HGB&B) algorithm in Section 3.2. 
3.1 Initial Solutions (Upper Bounds)  

Definition 4.  Given a stack with a length ℎ and a set of reverse items ℒ, its sufficient marshalling length, denoted by , is 
defined as  

= 0, if ℒ is empty,
ℎ − min∗ + 1, otherwise,  (15) 

where  is the group of item , and  
∗ = max∗ , (16) 

where  
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∗ = min∈ℒ . (17) 

In the example shown in Figure 1, the stack has two reverse items, i.e., ℒ = 5, 6 . The lowest one among these two 
reverse items is item 5, i.e., ∗ = min 5, 6 = 5.  
Among the two items that are higher than item 5, the largest one is item 7 with a group 4, i.e.,  

∗ = max  = max 3, 4 = 4.  
Furthermore, among the items that are smaller than 4 (the items with groups 1, 2, and 3), the lowest one is items 3 (with a 
group 2). That is, = 7 − 3 + 1 = 5.  
If we move the top 5 items (items 3 to 7) to other stacks, and then move them back in a proper order, this stack can become 
clean. As a result, we say that the sufficient marshalling length of this stack is 5. 

Now we are ready to introduce the following two heuristics to generate initial solutions (and hence initial upper bounds) 
of the SPM problem.  
3.1.1 The /  Heuristic 

The α/β heuristic marshals dirty stacks one by one in an arbitrary order. In this heuristic, if a stack is clean initially, none of 
its items is moved. For a dirty stack , either  or  of its items are moved. This is the reason that this heuristic gets its name. 
If a stack with a length ℎ has more items than , the lowest ℎ −  items are never moved. If only  items of a stack  are 
moved to other stacks, they will not be moved again. If  items of a stack  are moved to other stacks, some of them will be 
moved back again. After a stack becomes clean, we begin to marshal another dirty stack. Such procedure continues until the 
layout is clean.  
Definition 5.  A move is called Type-A if the target stack is clean after accepting the moved item or Type-B otherwise.  

Main steps of the α/β heuristic are as follows. 
Step 1: Let  be the first dirty stack, and  be the group of its top item.  
Step 2: If such a non-full clean stack that, (a) its top item is not smaller than  or (b) it is empty, exists, let  be this stack (if 

more than one such stack exists, the one with the smallest top item among them is preferred assuming that the top 
item of an empty stack is larger than that of any other stack) and go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 4. 

Step 3: Move an item from stack  to stack  (Type-A). If the stack  is dirty, let  be the group of its current top item, go 
to Step 2; if the stack  is clean and all moves from  are Type-A, go to Step 5; if some moves from  are Type-B 
and the number of moves from  is less than , let  be the group of its current top item, go to Step 2; otherwise, 
move the item of each Type-B move from   back to  in the descending order of its group and go to Step 5. 

Step 4: If such a non-full stack that, (a) the previously moved item from  to it cannot be larger than  if it has already been 
the target stack of another Type-B move from  or (b) no additional constraints otherwise, exists, let  be this 
non-full stack (if there are two or more such stacks, a dirty stack rather than a clean one is preferred) and move an 
item from  to  (Type-B); otherwise, this heuristic cannot provide a feasible solution. Go to Step 6. 

Step 5: If   is the last dirty stack, this heuristic has provided a feasible solution, go to Step 6; otherwise, let  be the next 
dirty stack and  be the group of its top item, go to Step 2. 

Step 6: Output the result. The heuristic ends.  
3.1.2 The /  Heuristic 
The E/H heuristic classifies dirty stacks into “hard” stacks and “easy” stacks. A dirty stack with a length ℎ is called a hard 
stack if  

≤ ,   = 1, ⋯ , ℎ − 1 (18) 
and  
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ℎ ≥ ; (19) 
or an easy stack otherwise. It is difficult to marshal a hard stack using the idea of the α/β heuristic. However, if there is an 
empty stack, it is easy to marshal the hard stack moving its items to the empty stack one by one. This heuristic firstly marshals 
easy stacks similarly as in the α/β heuristic and then marshals hard stacks based on this idea. This is the reason that this 
heuristic gets its name. 

Main steps of the E/H heuristic could be formulated as follows: 
Step 1: Sort dirty stacks  in the ascending order of . Marshal easy stacks using the α/β heuristic.  
Step 2: Let  be the first hard stack. 
Step 3: If there is a target stack that can make a Type-A move for the top item of , say s; otherwise, construct such a stack as 

follows. Let  be the shortest stack among all stacks excluding , that is, 
= arg min,⋯, ℎ . (20) 

Use Type-A moves if possible or Type-B moves otherwise to move the items from  to other stacks until  is a 
Type-A target for the top item of . Note that  cannot be the target stack of such moves since this will further 
block the items of . If  becomes a Type-A target for the top item of  successfully, go to Step 4; otherwise, this 
heuristic cannot provide a feasible solution, go to Step 5. 

Step 4: Move the items from  to  one by one until stack  is empty or stack  is full. Note that the items of Type-B moves 
from  should also be moved back to  together with the items from  in the descending order. If the layout is clean, 
this heuristic has provided a feasible solution, go to Step 5; otherwise, let  be the next dirty stack  and go to Step 3. 

Step 5: Output the result. The heuristic ends. 
3.2 The Algorithm  

The HGB&B algorithm is a depth-first search in general. Its root node corresponds to an initial SPM instance and also to the 
initial layout, since there is a one-to-one map between SPM instances and layouts. Based on a current SPM instance, a move 

,  generates a new SPM instance. Note that each node corresponds to a SPM instance and a specific layout, as shown in 
Figure 2. Furthermore, the sequence of moves from the root node to a current node is (usually a segment of) a solution of the 
initial SPM instance. Therefore, there is a one-to-one map between nodes, SPM instances, layouts, and solutions of the initial 
SPM instance. Generally, a solution is incomplete if the corresponding layout is dirty, or complete, i.e., feasible, otherwise. 

 
Figure 2.   Illustration of the relationship between nodes, SPM instances, layouts, and solutions 

There are three mutually exclusive cases after a lower bound at a node is evaluated in a normal B&B algorithm. Case I: 
An optimum solution of the corresponding SPM instance at the current node, i.e., a feasible solution of the initial SPM 
instance, is obtained. If it is better than the optimum-so-far solution, update the optimum-so-far solution. Case II: The lower 
bound at the node plus the length of the corresponding incomplete solution is larger than the current upper bound. Such a 
branch is impossible to be better than the optimum-so-far solution, and hence, is removed. The nodes under Cases I and II are 
leaf nodes. Case III: The node has the potential to be better than the optimum-so-far solution. Therefore, branching is 
continued at such nodes. Such a B&B algorithm always provides a globally optimum solution once the search completes.  

The HGB&B algorithm has a guiding heuristic which differentiates it from the normal B&B algorithms, see Figure 3 for 
its framework. The guiding heuristic generates a set of potential branches before branching at each node. We only evaluate the 

The root node, the initial SPM instance, and the initial layout 

A move ,  

A node, a SPM instance, a layout, and a (incomplete) 
solution of the initial SPM instance 

⋯ ⋯ 

⋯ ⋯ 
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lower bound of branches within this set. The branches out of this set definitely cannot result in the global optimum solution 
according to Theorem 2.  

Therefore, we can conclude that the HGB&B algorithm is an exact algorithm which solutions are optimum globally 
although it does not evaluates the lower bounds of all branches.  

 

 
Figure 3.  Framework of the HGB&B algorithm 

Main function of the HGB&B algorithm is as follows: 
Step 1: Initialize the upper bound  and the optimum-so-far solution  of the initial SPM instance using the α/β heuristic 

if it provides a feasible solution successfully, or using the E/H heuristic otherwise. Set  as infinity and = ⋅  
(i.e., an empty move sequence) if neither heuristic provides a feasible solution successfully.  

Step 2: Set the current (incomplete) solution = ⋅ , and the length of the current solution = 0. Note that only the 
first  moves of  are valid, while the other moves (if any) are omitted when referring to  later. 

Step 3: Call the HGB&B function with the initial SPM instance as its argument. 
The HGB&B function consists of the following main steps (Note that the HGB&B function will also be called by itself, 

with a SPM instance as its argument): 
Step 1: Retain the length of the current solution = . Let  be the first non-empty stack of the SPM instance. 
Step 2: Determine the set of potential target stacks, say Θ, using the guiding heuristic. Let  be the first non-full target stack 

in Θ. 
Step 3: Move the top item from  to , generating a new SPM instance. Let  be the lower bound of the new SPM instance. 
Step 4: If we get the optimum solution of the current SPM instance, i.e., we get a new feasible solution of the initial SPM 

instance, update  and  if necessary.  
Step 5: If we do not get the optimum solution of the current SPM instance, and + + 1 < , append the move ,  

to . = + 1. Call the HGB&B function with the new SPM instance as its argument.  
Step 6: Restore the length of the current solution: = . 
Step 7: If  is not the last non-full stack in Θ, let  be the next non-full target stack in Θ, and go to Step 3. 
Step 8: If  is not the last non-empty stack, let  be the next non-empty stack, and go to Step 2.  

The guiding heuristic generates a set of possible target stacks, Θ, according to the sequence of moves,  and a source 
stack, . It consists of the following main steps: 

Generate an initial solution (i.e., upper bound). 

Is it necessary to calculate the 
lower bound at this node according 
to the guiding heuristic ? 

Calculate the lower bound. 

Case II: It is impossible 
to be optimum.  Cut this 
branch. 

Case III: It has a potential 
to be optimum. Continue 
branching. 

Case I: A feasible 
solution is found. 
Terminate this branch.  

Yes 

No 

…… 

Cut this branch. 
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Step 1: Check  from tail to tip searching for a move which target stack is . If there is no such move, set Θ as all non-full 
stacks excluding , and return; otherwise, let  be the position of such a move that is found firstly, and go to Step 2. 

Step 2: Check  from tail to the successor of , searching for such a move that, (a) its source stack is the target stack of , 
or (b) its source stack is also the source stack of , or (c) its target stack is the source stack of . If there is no such 
move, set Θ = Φ and return; otherwise, go to Step 3. 

Step 3: Set Θ as the source and target stacks of the moves from the successor of  to the tail of , excluding  and full 
stacks, and return.  

A SPM instance with = 6 is taken as an example to illustrate the guiding heuristic. Initially, = ⋅ , for a given 
source stack, e.g., = 0,   consists of no move with a target stack 0. Therefore, Θ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  assuming all stacks 
are not full in this example. That is, any of the five stacks could be a target stack of this move from the stack 0. For a given 
node = 0, 1  and a source stack = 1, Θ = Φ, that is, we do not need to evaluate the lower bound of any move under 
this situation. Furthermore, for a given node  = 0, 1 , 2, 3  and a source stack = 1, the firstly found move with a 
target 1 is = 0, 1 . The move sequence  has only one move 2, 3  after . None of the three conditions in Step 2 of the 
guiding heuristic is satisfied. Therefore, Θ = Φ. As a comparison, given = 0, 5 , 0, 1 , 2, 3 , 0, 2  and = 1, we 
still have = 0, 1 . Among the two moves 2, 3 , 0, 2 , the move 0, 2  has the same source as . Therefore, the source 
and target stacks of 2, 3 , 0, 2  form Θ, that is, Θ = 0, 2, 3 . Any stack among Θ, e.g., 2, is valuable to be the target stack. 
That is, = 0, 5 , 0, 1 , 2, 3 , 0, 2 , 1, 2  cannot be simplified according to Theorem 2. However, any stack out of Θ, 
e.g., 4, is valueless to be the target stack. That is,  

= 0, 5 , 0, 1 , 2, 3 , 0, 2 , 1, 4 = 0, 5 , 0, 1 , 1, 4 , 2, 3 , 0, 2 = 0, 5 , 0, 4 , 2, 3 , 0, 2 . 
In summary, the guiding heuristic cuts a large number of branches before evaluating their lower bounds and hence gains 

speed greatly. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section evaluates the performance of the HGB&B algorithm. The experiments are coded using Visual C++ 6.0, and are 
run on an IBM personal computer with Intel ® Core ™ i7-2600 CPU @3.40 GHz, 3.40 GHz and 2.99 GB memory. Sections 
4.1 and 4.2 detail the experiments based on randomly generated instances, and those sourced from literature, respectively.  
4.1 Randomly Generated Instances  

The HGB&B algorithm is an exact algorithm, and hence, its solution is the optimum solution of the SPM problem. Therefore, 
the purpose of the experiments is to test the running speed of the algorithm, rather than the solutions themselves. We tested 
whether realistic-sized SPM instances can be solved in an acceptable time. 
4.1.1 Experiments Setting  

The size of SPM instances in real-life scenarios, especially in container logistics, depends on the handling equipments of 
containers. Rail mounted gantry cranes (RMGCs) are widely used as container handling equipments in container yards 
(Stahlbock and Voß, 2008). According to Stahlbock and Voß (2008), the span width and stacking height of a RMGC is 6 and 
4 containers, respectively. Therefore, the SPM problem commonly relates to 6 stacks, each of which contains 4 items. A 
number of articles including Rodriguez-Molins et al. (2012) and Salido et al. (2012) also use instance with such a size, while 
the bay size in modern ports is often a little larger. For instance, in Busan New Port of South Korea, the number of stacks in a 
bay is 9 to 10, and the maximum height of a stack is 6. Therefore, the number of stacks is set as 6, or larger, and the maximum 
height of stacks is set as 4 or larger in the following examples. 

The utilization rate of stacks is 70% in Lee and Chao (2009), Caserta and Voβ (2009) and Li (2010). Therefore, it is also 
set as 70% in this research. In the initial layout, all stacks are equally filled with items. In other words, the maximum initial 
difference in heights between stacks is one. The groups of items are randomly generated in the range from 1 to 10. For each 
combination of the number and height of stacks, twenty instances are randomly generated. These test cases are called ZJY1 to 
ZJY5. 
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4.1.2 Results and Analysis   

Test cases ZJY1 to ZJY5 are solved using the HGB&B algorithm. Note that the HGB&B algorithm consists of no randomness, 
and therefore, each instance is solved once only. The information and solutions are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 indicates that the time taken to solve most realistic-sized SPM instances is acceptable. For case ZJY1, which 
represents the most common size in real life scenarios, the average solving time is only 1.9 seconds. According to our 
experiences in application, solving a SPM instance in three to five minutes is acceptable. Therefore, we can conclude that the 
HGB&B algorithm can determine the optimum solution of SPM instances where the product of  and  is not larger than 35 
(refer to Table 1). 

As shown in Table 1, the average running time of the HGB&B algorithm when solving case ZJY5 (1617.0 seconds) is 
longer than that of the others. However, most SPM instances in this case can be optimally solved in several minutes. See 
Table 2 for the detailed running time of each instance in cases ZJY4 and ZJY5. Therefore, for a given problem size, most 
SPM instances can be solved in a very short time, while only very few instances take longer than 5 minutes to solve. 
 

Table 1.  Information and solving results of test cases ZJY1 to ZJY5 
Test 
case 

Number of 
instances   Number of 

items 
Average lower bound 

within the case 
Average solving time 

within the case  
(in seconds) 

Average number of 
moves within the case 

ZJY1 20 6 4 17 7.6 1.9 10.2 
ZJY2 20 6 5 21 10.3 88.9 14.0 
ZJY3 20 7 4 20 8.5 27.6 10.7 
ZJY4 20 8 4 22 8.0 150.1 9.9 
ZJY5 20 9 4 25 9.6 1617.0 11.8 

 
Table 2.  Running time of the HGB&B algorithm when = 8 or 9 and = 4. 

Instance Running time (in seconds) Instance Running time (in seconds) 
Test case ZJY4 Test case ZJY5 Test case ZJY4 Test case ZJY5 

1 0 a 43 11 4 134 
2 34 1 12 2 20 
3 7 123 13 9 899 
4 2673 9197 14 0 41 
5 6 0 15 1 0 
6 0 35 16 2 14 
7 0 293 17 29 3987 
8 3 14126 18 200 31 
9 10 27 19 1 273 

10 16 16 20 4 3079 
a: 0 indicates that the instance is solved in less than 1 second. 
 

Under the given conditions of ,  and occupation rate of stacks, the running time of the HGB&B algorithm mainly 
depends on how dirty an SPM instance is. Generally speaking, the more reverse items an SPM instance have, the longer the 
solving time be. Figure 4 gives the initial and final layouts of the eighth instance in case ZJY5, which takes the longest time to 
solve among all instances with the same size. It can be observed that most stacks in the initial layout have many reverse items. 
The optimum solution is (0, 7), (0, 7), (0, 8), (1, 8), (4, 0), (4, 0), (1, 0), (1, 0), (2, 4), (2, 1), (6, 2), (3, 2), (3, 1), (5, 2), (6, 1), 
(5, 1), where the far left stack is stack 0 and the far right stack is stack 8. The objective value is 16. 
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Figure 4.  Initial and final layouts of a SPM instance with = 9 and = 4 

 
As mentioned previously, groups of items in all instances shown above are completely randomly generated. However, 

this does not represent real-life scenarios, where the stacking of items is carefully planned. For example, container depot 
operators usually carefully pre-plan the storage locations of containers according to their weights and destinations, etc. 
Therefore, real-life SPM instances should have far fewer reverse items than randomly generated instances. As a result, the 
solving speed should be even faster in application.  
4.1.3 Analysis of Occupation Rate  

Table 3.  Running time of the HGB&B algorithm (in seconds) 
 and  Number of items 

18 19 20 21 22 23 
= 6, = 5 10 11 18 28 645 - 
= 7, = 5 - - - 3 21 1685 

 
In this subsection, we further test the effect of occupation rate. First, a SPM instance with = 6 and = 5, consisting of 18 
items, is randomly generated, as in Section 4.1.1. Next, a random item is added to this instance, generating a new SPM 
instance. Items are continuously added to the initial instance until five SPM instances are generated. Similarly, 3 SPM 
instances with = 7 and = 5 are generated, and each of these instances is solved using the HGB&B algorithm. The 
information and results are shown in Table 3, where it can be observed that the running time of the HGB&B algorithm 
increases as the number of items increases. This is natural. 
4.2 Existing Instances in Literature  

This section further evaluates the performance of the HGB&B algorithm based on instances which were sourced from 
literature. To the best of our knowledge, Lee and Hsu (2007) is the only existing paper in which the SPM problem is optimally 
solved. The algorithms in other papers focus on near-optimum solutions. As a result, it is meaningless to compare the running 
time of the HGB&B algorithm with those algorithms which are applied to larger instances.  
4.2.1 The Instances in Lee and Hsu (2007) 

Lee and Hsu (2007) built a SPM instance (LH1) with = 6 and = 4. The number of items was 14, and the initial layout is 
shown in Figure 5(a). Lee and Hsu identified an optimum solution with 9 moves, using a personal computer of comparable 
processing power  (3.2 GHz CPU) to that used in our study in 6802 or 70582 seconds, depending on whether the parameter  
was used in their formulation. Our HGB&B algorithm is capable of providing an optimum solution (also using 9 moves) in 
less than 1 second. The final layout is shown in Figure 5(b).  

The other examples in Lee and Hsu (2007) use also the instance detailed in Figure 5(a), but were subject to different 
assumptions. Therefore, they are incomparable. 
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Figure 5.  A SPM instance with = 6 and = 4 in Lee and Hsu (2007) 

4.2.2 The Instances in Caserta and Voβ (2009) 

Caserta and Voβ (2009) generated and solved four test cases, CV1 to CV4. In these instances, each item has its unique group. 
Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) also tested their searching procedure on these cases. The size of instances, especially the 
maximum height of stacks, in cases CV3 and CV4 are too large. Therefore, we solve the instances of cases CV1 and CV2 
using the HGB&B algorithm. Basic information of these instances is shown in Table 4. Table 5 shows the average solving 
time and number of moves over the 10 instances in each case. 
 

Table 4.  Basic information of the instances in Caserta and Voβ (2009) 
Test case Number of instances   Number of items Number of item groups 

CV1 10 3 9 9 9 
CV2 10 4 16 19 16 

 
Table 5.  Solving results of instances in Caserta and Voβ (2009) 

Test 
case 

Caserta and Voβ (2009) Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) Results in this paper 
Average 

number of 
moves 

Average solving 
time (in seconds) 

Average 
number of 

moves 
Average solving 
time (in seconds) 

Average 
number of 

moves 
Average solving 
time (in seconds) 

CV1 21.30 20 10.50 < 1 9.7 < 1 
CV2 28.27 20 19.10 < 1 16.4 12.7 

 
Table 5 indicates the competitiveness of the HGB&B algorithm. It can be observed that the average number of moves 

determined from our algorithm is less than those required by Caserta and Voβ (2009) and Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) for 
each of the two test cases, representing novel optimal solutions to these problems. Furthermore, for both cases, the average 
time required to solve the problem by our algorithm is shorter than that of Caserta and Voβ (2009). The average solving time 
of the 10 instances in case CV2 in this research is a little longer than that of Bortfeldt and Forster (2012), but is still 
acceptable. 

The α/β heuristic finds the initial upper bound of 13 out of 20 instances. The E/H heuristic finds the initial upper bound 
of 6 out of the other 7 instances. For the remaining instance, neither the α/β heuristic nor the E/H heuristic can provide its 
initial upper bound. As a result, its upper bound is set as infinity. However, the HGB&B algorithm can still provide the 
optimum solution of this instance, as shown in Table 5. Note that the initial upper bound of all the 108 (= 5 × 20 + 8) 
randomly generated instances in Section 4.1 are provided by the α/β heuristic. Compared to the instances in Section 4.1, it is 
a little harder to solve the instances generated in Caserta and Voβ (2009). The main reason is that the maximum height of 
stacks is much larger than the number of stacks in these instances. However, the height of stacks is usually not larger than the 
number of stacks in real life. Therefore, the two heuristics can likely give an initial upper bound for most real-life instances. 

In summary, the proposed HGB&B algorithm can provide the optimum solution of most small or medium sized real-life 
SPM instances in an acceptable time frame. It is also faster, and hence, more competitive than existing optimization 
algorithms for the SPM problem. The algorithm is suitable for rapidly determining the optimal solution to most container 
logistics problems. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH  

We present a heuristic-guided branch-and-bound (HGB&B) algorithm to determine optimum solutions to stack 
pre-marshalling (SPM) problems. Contrary to normal B&B algorithms, the HGB&B algorithm has a guiding heuristic, which 
eliminates numerous branches prior to evaluating the lower bound at the corresponding nodes. Two heuristics are presented to 
provide an initial upper bound of the number of moves. Experiments on both randomly generated instances and existing 
instances indicate the competitiveness of the HGB&B algorithm. For most small or medium sized SPM instances in container 
logistics, the running time of the algorithm is acceptable, and is usually only several minutes when the product of the number 
and height of stacks is within about 35. The HGB&B algorithm is faster, and hence, is more competitive than existing 
algorithms. Therefore, it is applicable and valuable in most real-life scenarios, including container logistics.  

This research can be advanced in several ways. For example, the efficiency of the HGB&B algorithm can be further 
improved if a better initial upper bound of the number of moves can be identified, or if the guiding heuristic can be extended. 
There is no parallel mechanism in the current HGB&B algorithm, while personal computers commonly contain multiple 
CPUs. Therefore, the CPU usage rate of the HGB&B algorithm is far lower than 100%, while computers with multiple-core 
or multiple CPUs are widely used nowadays. As a result, the running speed of the algorithm can be even faster if the algorithm 
is extended in parallel. 
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APPENDIX A 
The formulation of the lower bound of the number of moves for the SPM problem used in Bortfeldt and Forster (2012) could 
be briefly formulated as follows: 

Given a stack with ℎ items, an item  with group  is called badly placed if (a) > 1 and <  or (b) there is a 
badly placed item , 1 < < ℎ. An item is well placed if it is not badly placed.  

A classification schema for the possible moves regarding a layout is introduced. The type of a move is Bad-Good (in 
short, BG), if the moved item was badly placed before the move and is well placed after the move. The move types Bad-Bad 
(BB), Good-Good (GG), and Good-Bad (GB) are defined similarly. A BX move is either a BG move or a BB move. GX 
moves are defined similarly. 

Let  be the number of all badly placed items in a stack . A lower bound for the number of BX moves that make a 
layout with  stacks clean is  

= + min,⋯, . (A1) 
The demand of a group , denoted by , is the number of badly placed items of group  in all stacks. The 

cumulative demand of a group , denoted by , is defined as  
= , (A2) 

where  is the largest group in the layout. 
A slot  in a stack  is a potential supply slot of group  if and only if (a) the stack  is not empty and the highest well 

placed item in  belongs to group  and (b) the slot  is higher than the highest well placed item is . A clean supply slot of 
group  is a potential supply slot of  in a clean stack. Additionally, an empty stack provides  clean supply slots of group . 

The number of potential supply slots of a group  in all stacks is . The cumulative potential supply of a group , 
denoted by , is defined as 

= + , (A3) 
where   is the number of empty stacks in the layout. 

The cumulative demand surplus of a group , denoted by , is defined as  
= − . (A4) 

Let  be the group with the maximum cumulative demand surplus, i.e.,  
≥ ,   = 1, ⋯ , . (A5) 

The stacks in which the highest well placed item belongs to a group  <  are called potential GX stacks. Let the number of 
potential GX stacks be _ . Let  

_ = max 0, , (A6) 
and assume that _ ≥ _ . 

Let ,  be the number of all well placed items of groups <  in stack . The  stacks are renumbered so that the 
potential GX stacks precede all other ones and that 

, ≤ , + 1 ,   = 0, ⋯ , _ − 2. (A7) 
A number of GX moves that make a layout clean is 

= ,
_

. (A8) 
The lower bound of the number of moves that make a layout clean is  

= + . (A9) 
 
 


